Abstract-Let X be an arbitrary continuous random variable and Z be an independent Gaussian random variable with zero mean and unit variance. For t > 0, Costa proved that e 2h(X+ √ t Z) is concave in t, where the proof hinged on the first and second order derivatives of h(X + √ t Z). In particular, these two derivatives are signed, i.e., (∂/∂ t)h(X + √ t Z) ≥ 0 and (∂ 2 /∂ t 2 )h(X + √ t Z) ≤ 0. In this paper, we show that the third order derivative of h(X + √ t Z) is nonnegative, which implies that the Fisher information J(X + √ t Z) is convex in t. We further show that the fourth order derivative of h(X + √ t Z) is nonpositive. Following the first four derivatives, we make two conjectures on h(X + √ t Z): the first is that (∂ n /∂ t n )h(X + √ t Z) is nonnegative in t if n is odd, and nonpositive otherwise; the second is that log J(X + √ t Z) is convex in t. The first conjecture can be rephrased in the context of completely monotone functions: J(X + √ t Z) is completely monotone in t. The history of the first conjecture may date back to a problem in mathematical physics studied by McKean in 1966. Apart from these results, we provide a geometrical interpretation to the covariance-preserving transformation and study the concavity of h( √ t X + √ 1 − t Z), revealing its connection with Costa's entropy power inequality.
I. INTRODUCTION
where log is the natural logarithm. The Fisher information (e.g., Cover [15, p. 671] ) is defined as
The entropy power inequality (EPI) introduced by Shannon [1] states that for any two independent continuous random variables X and Y ,
where the equality holds if and only if both X and Y are Gaussian.
Shannon did not give a proof and there was a gap in his argument. The first rigorous proof was made by Stam in [2] , where he applied an equality that connected Fisher information and differential entropy and the so-called Fisher information inequality (FII) was proved; i.e., 1
Later, Stam's proof was simplified by Blachman [3] . Zamir [4] proved the FII via a data processing argument in Fisher information. Lieb [5] showed an equivalent form of EPI and proved the equivalent form via Young's inequality. Lieb's argument has been widely used as a common step in the subsequent proofs of EPI. Recently, Verdú and Guo [6] gave a proof by invoking an equality that related minimum mean square error estimation and differential entropy. Rioul [7] devised a Markov chain on X, Y , and the additive Gaussian noise, from which EPI can be proved via the data processing inequality and properties of mutual information.
There are several generalizations of EPI. Costa [8] proved that the entropy power e 2h(X + applications. In Barron [19] , FII was employed to strengthen the central limit theorem. The relationships of EPI to inequalities in other branches of mathematics can be found in Dembo et al. [14] . The literature is so vast that instead of trying to be complete, we only mention the results that are most relevant to our discussion. A recent comprehensive survey can be found in [7] , and the book by El Gamal and Kim [13] also serves as a very good repository.
In this paper, inspired by [8] , we make some progress and introduce related conjectures which reveal even more fundamental facts about Gaussian random variables in the view of information theory. By harnessing the power of the techniques in [8] , i.e, heat equation and integration by parts, we obtain the third and fourth order derivatives of h(X + √ t Z), which are also signed. Summarizing all the derivatives of h(X + √ t Z), we conjecture that ∂ n ∂t n h(X + √ t Z) is signed for any n. Corresponding to Costa's EPI, we further conjecture that log J (X + √ t Z) is convex in t. We investigate the concavity of h(
showing that it is concave in t and is equivalent to Costa's EPI. We provide a geometrical interpretation to the covariance-preserving transformation. The connection between the convexities of J (
is also revealed. Finally, we state some results from the literature, including McKean's problem and completely monotone functions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the background and the main result on derivatives. In Section III, some preliminaries are stated. In Section IV and V, the derivatives are verified. We discuss the uniqueness of the signed form in Section VI. The conjecture is introduced in Section VII. In Section VIII, we give a geometrical interpretation to the covariance-preserving transformation and prove an inequality which is equivalent to Costa's EPI. In Section IX, we discuss some further issues. We conclude the paper in Section X.
II. THE HIGH-ORDER DERIVATIVES
Consider a random variable X with density g(x), and an independent standard Gaussian random variable Z , denoted as Z ∼ N (0, 1). For t ≥ 0, let
The density of Y t is
dx.
Notation: For the derivatives, in addition to the usages of f yy , f yt and
Sometimes, for ease of notation we also denote
The integration interval, usually (−∞, +∞), will be omitted, unless it is not clear from the context.
In this paper, the main result is the following two theorems. 
The proof can be found in [8] and [16] . [18, Proposition 9] , the third and fourth order derivatives of h( √ t X + Z ) have been computed, but these derivatives cannot determine the corresponding signs of h(X + √ t Z). However, the signs of h(X + √ t Z) are determined by Theorem 1 and 2. In the next section, we introduce the necessary tools to prove Theorem 1 and 2.
III. PRELIMINARIES
The differential entropy and Fisher information may not be well defined due to the integration issue. In the literature, there are no simple and general conditions which can guarantee their existence (see [7] ). In general, the behavior of the differential entropy and Fisher information may be unpredictable as shown by Wu and Verdú [17] . However, this work studies the higher order derivatives of h(Y t ), where t > 0 is imposed. Under this assumption, Y t has some good properties; e.g., in [8] , the density of Y t is proved to be infinitely differentiable everywhere.
A. Properties of f(y, t)
The following property is well known (see [7, Lemma 1] 
The following property is used repeatedly in the rest of the paper, for dealing with integration by parts. The proof is presented in Appendix A.
Proposition 2: For any r, m i , k i ∈ Z + , the following integral exists
In particular, this implies that
B. The Heat Equation
For a Gaussian random variableX ∼ N (μ, σ 2 ) with density functionf (x), one can show that the following heat equation holds
The heat equation also holds for Y t [2] , and was used by [16] to simplify Costa's proof. Lemma 2:
Proof: The proof is known in the literature and we present it here for completeness. By some calculus,
By comparing f yy with f t , the lemma can be proved.
C. Proof to Lemma 1
The proof to Lemma 1 is known in the literature. Here we slightly modify the proof, so that the idea carries over to the proof of Theorem 1 and even the cases with higher-order derivatives.
Proof: For the first order derivative we have
In (a) we apply integration by parts. In (b) the limits are zero,
where
For the second order derivative, similarly
For the second term
Hence
For the first term
Combining these two terms we have
Now it suffices to show that the right-hand side term in (7) has the same form:
Thus the proof is finished.
One may notice that we first use the heat equation to deal with f t , then apply integration by parts to eliminate those terms whose highest-order derivatives have power one. Equation (11) explains this elimination, as one can see that in the final expression the highest-order derivatives are f 2 yy and f 4 y , whose powers are bigger than one.
IV. PROOF TO THEOREM 1
The following lemma is instrumental in proving Theorem 1. Lemma 3:
Thus the expression is proved.
Finally,
The proof is the same as that to Theorem 1, except there are more manipulations. The following lemma is instrumental in proving Theorem 2.
Lemma 4:
Proof: See Appendix D. Next, we prove Theorem 2.
Proof: According to (17) 2
We first apply the heat equation:
18
Substitute these terms and use Lemma 4:
Then we do the same manipulations to 2
That is, applying Lemma 4 to the corresponding terms. To simplify the calculation, we first consider the following general expression 
which completes the proof of Theorem 2.
VI. ALTERNATIVE SIGNED REPRESENTATIONS
In this section, we discuss alternative signed representations of ∂ n ∂t n h(Y t ) in Lemma 1, Theorem 1, and Theorem 2. For the first order derivative, the representation is unique due to its simplicity. For the second and third order derivatives, we have the following alternative representations stated in Corollary 1 and 2. The proof of Corollary 1, though simple, contains the idea of how we obtain the formulae in Theorem 1 and 2.
Corollary 1:
One set of solution is
where the case β = −1 corresponds to the result in Lemma 1. 
it suffices to consider the following expression
Now similar to the proof to Theorem 1,
f 3 dy. To show that the second derivative is negative, one requires
And it is easy to verify the set of solution
For the third derivative, similar to Corollary 1, one could determine the coefficients c i in the following
Since there is no essential difference, we would not present the general expression for the third derivative, but just prove the following corollary. By (28), we can obtain some constraints similar to (32), and finally find the feasible set of coefficients in Theorem 2 by numerical methods. The process is much more complicated, and we would not present it here.
VII. CONJECTURES
Motivated by Theorem 1 -3, we would like to introduce the following conjectures.
Conjecture 1: The n-th order derivative of h(
Y t ) satisfies 1. ∂ n ∂t n h(Y t ) ≤ 0 when n is even; 2. ∂ n ∂t n h(Y t ) ≥ 0 when n is odd; i.e.,
∂ n ∂t n h(Y t ) is either convex or concave in t for a fixed n.
It is easy to see that when X is Gaussian, the above conjectures hold. Conjecture 1 speculates that for a fixed n, the convexity or concavity of ∂ n ∂t n h(Y t ) remains as if X is Gaussian. Conjecture 1 has been verified for n ≤ 2 in the literature (Lemma 1), and for n = 3, 4 by Theorem 1 and 2.
Remark 1: The general pattern for the signed form of the n-th order derivative is that, first we need to find all the partitions of n, and then each partition is an item in the squares. But the exact coefficients are hard to obtain. One can apply the same technique to deal with the fifth derivative, or even higher. However, the manipulation by hand is huge and hence it is prohibitive in computational cost, unless one can find some patterns for the coefficients in the signed representations. Some softwares like Mathematica may be useful to verify the higher order derivatives based on the simple rules observed from the fourth derivative, but we still need a mathematical proof.
The second conjecture is on the log-convexity of Fisher information. From the grand picture of differential entropy and Fisher information, nearly every result on different entropy has a counterpart in Fisher information, e.g., Shannon EPI and FII, the concavity of h(Y t ) and the convexity of J (Y t ) as well as de Bruijn' identity. Corresponding to Costa's EPI, there may be a strengthened convexity of
is neither convex nor concave. Fig. 1 illustrates an example of
Remark 2: After finishing this paper, we realized that Conjecture 1 implies Conjecture 2. See Section IX for the details.
VIII. CONCAVITY OF h(
where Z ∼ N (0, 1) is independent of X. In this section, we study the concavity and convexity of h(W t ) and J (W t ), respectively. Lieb showed that Shannon EPI (3) is equivalent to
for any 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. Here we use X 1 and X 2 in lieu of X and Y as the independent random variables. In the literature, (X 1 , X 2 ) → √ λX 1 + √ 1 − λX 2 is referred to as the covariance-preserving transformation, which can be found in many generalizations of Shannon EPI ( [7] ). The original proof of Lieb is a little tricky. Next, we give a geometrical interpretation of this transformation which can help us to have a better appreciation on
A. Covariance-Preserving Transformation
Recall that a convex function has the following three equivalent statements.
Let f (x) be a function which is twice differentiable, where x ∈ R n . Then the following are equivalent:
2. The Hessian matrix of f (x) is positive semi-definite; i.e.,
3. For any fixed point x 0 ,
can be viewed as the tangent plane at point (x 0 , f (x 0 )) for function y = f (x). In the following, we shall apply the above argument on convex functions to study the so-called covariancepreserving transformation.
Shannon EPI (3) can be equivalently transformed to
Let's study function f (x 1 , x 2 ) = 1 2 log e 2x 1 + e 2x 2 . By some manipulations,
, e 2x 2 e 2x 1 + e 2x 2 ,
It is easy to see that f (x 1 , x 2 ) is convex since ∇ 2 f 0. By (36), the tangent plane of f (
Hence, (3) is equivalent to
Let
Notice that h(a X) = h(X) + log |a|, we have
which is exactly the inequality (34). In the above proof, the points share the same tangent plane (40) as long as they admit the same λ. In fact, all the results (see [7] ) that applied covariance-preserving transformation can be proved in this manner.
B. The Concavity of h(W t )
Theorem 4: h(W t ) is concave in t, 0 < t < 1.
Proof: Since
by some algebra, we obtain
and
we need to prove
That is
By (61), Costa's EPI is equivalent to
for any s > 0. Therefore,
which is (44). In all the results above, as t > 0, X + √ t Z can be replaced by X + √ s Z s=0 , where X = X + √ tẐ andẐ is the standard Gaussian and is independent of X and Z . In this manner, we only need to prove that the result holds for any such X at point s = 0. In light of the smoothness introduced by √ t Z where t > 0, without weakening our result, we can just assume that when t → 0, the n-th order derivative of h(X + √ t Z) exists in the sequel.
Next, we show that Theorem 4 can imply Costa's EPI. In the above proof, if J (X) and J (X) are well defined, then let t → 1 in (44),
Therefore, (55) becomes
Hence, 
IX. FURTHER DISCUSSION
After the third and fourth derivatives are obtained, we consult the literature to find more connections and implications. The first finding is that in the literature of mathematical physics, Conjecture 1 was studied in a 1966 paper [21, Sec. 12] by McKean, who studied the signs of the third and fourth derivatives but failed to prove them. By this means, our results provide an affirmative answer to McKean's problem up to the fourth order. Furthermore, following the routine rules obtained in our paper, one may try to verify the conjecture up to any finite order. McKean's work has many other conjectures regarding thermodynamics and has remained unknown to information theory community until very recently. For more details on McKean's work, one may refer to Villani [22, pp. 165-166] .
Another finding is that Conjecture 1 can be discussed in the context of completely monotone functions (Widder [23] where α(x) is bounded and non-decreasing and the above integral converges for 0 ≤ t < ∞. That is, if Conjecture 1 is true, an equivalent expression for Fisher information will be obtained. Noting that α(x) can be regarded as a measure defined on [0, ∞).
In this paper, to simplify the problem, we consider only the univariate case of random variables. For the multivariate case, the computation will be much more involved. Some sophisticated techniques that have been developed in probability theory may be useful; e.g., the 2 calculus, which can be found in Villani [16] and Bakry et al. [25] .
X. CONCLUSION
The Gaussian random variables have many fascinating properties. In this paper, we have obtained the third and the fourth order derivatives of h(X + √ t Z). The signed representations have a very interesting form. We wish to show that, though we cannot obtain a closed-form expression on h(X + √ t Z) when X is arbitrary, we can still obtain its convexity or concavity for any order derivative. Our progress verifies a small part of the conjectures and has nearly exhausted the power of fundamental calculus. A new approach may be needed towards solving these conjectures.
In the literature, the approach that employed heat equation and integration by parts is merely one of many different approaches to prove Costa's EPI. For the approaches like data processing argument in [4] and [7] , and the advanced tools in [16] , it is unknown whether they can go further than what we have done. However, if these conjectures are correct, a rather fundamental fact about the Gaussian random variable will be revealed in the language of differential entropy.
